Attention Graduates and Parents
Here is some information about the CVHS graduation ceremony, and some critical
information for the graduates about the process.
The ceremony will be at SUU in the America First Event Center at 5 pm on
Wednesday, May 25th. Graduates need to arrive at 4:30 to line up. There are no
assigned seats or limits on the number of guests per students. The ceremony will
be live streamed for those who prefer to participate from home—
www.suu.edu/sutvlive. We are excited to be able to be back in the America First
Events Center, and thankful to SUU for hosting us.
Parker Grimes, a professional photographer, will be taking a picture of each
graduate as they come through the CV on stage. Parents and students will be able
to get that picture from pagrimes.com at no cost. No parents will be allowed to be
on the floor or to take pictures on the stage during the ceremony. The CV will be
set up at the Bell Tower in front of the school from 11-6 pm on May 24th for
graduates to get pictures if they choose.
Graduates
You must be at SUU’s America First Center by 9:30 am for graduation practice on
May 25th If you are not at practice, you will not be walking in the graduation
ceremony that afternoon. Be sure that you have completed your check out on
Tuesday, May 24th, or you will not be able to participate.
With the exception of Native American ceremonial regalia authorized in HB 30,
you cannot decorate the tops of your caps, anyone who does will have to leave
their cap with one of the faculty and pick it up after the ceremony.
We will collect your gowns from you after the graduation ceremony when you
come to pick up your diploma. You cannot get your diploma if you do not turn in
a gown. Please be sure that you get all your pictures taken before you come to get
your diploma. Return gowns and pick up diplomas in the main tunnel area
behind the stage right after the ceremony.

